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Editor’s Note: This article is a reprint from the Technical

Tips Manual IV with permission from Giles Henderson.

D uring the Lakeside Park cookout at Fond du Lac 86, I was asked how I would man-

age to draw reliable 45-degree downlines without the use of reference gauges or

window lines. After describing the techniques, it was suggested that the method

be written up as a ‘how to’ article for Sport Aerobatics.

Since every ACA Primary and every IAC Sportsman category known sequence in the history

of competition aerobatics has included the half Cuban eight and because it is a relatively high

(K=16) value, it probably deserves a critical review.

We will rst examine the more general problem of establishing the 45-degree down and

then consider the specic maneuver.

Since the accuracy of the 45-degree angle/line is such a cardinal point in the judges’ scoring,

many pilots have constructed and installed some kind of sighting device. Althoughmany nd this

approach very eective, let me identify some disadvantages of these devices:

They require several hours to construct and install followed by several hours of adjustment

per the critique of a qualied ground observer.

These devices seem to have powerful ‘diamagnetic attraction’ for people. Regardless how

bright you paint these devices, or howmany day-glo orange ribbons you attach, someone gets

pulled into them at least once a week, even when the plane is locked up in your own hangar.

Their lifetime seems to be limited to howmany successive bends you can make before the onset

of crystallization and fatigue failure.

If the canopy/window reference lines are used as an alternative to the hardware version,

we soon discover there is a problem with our eyes trying to focus a horizon at optical innity

concurrent with a reference line eight inches from our face.

Some pilots nd it dicult to overcome the disorientation caused by the rotation of the inner

ear aswe turn ourhead from forward to sideways during theg load of the pushor pull to 45-degrees.

Most pilots nd it dicult to avoid getting a ‘wing down’ as they push or pull to the line

if they are not looking straight ahead.

Small ‘bobbles’ or changes in pitch attitude are more likely as we rotate our head and

move our eld of vision from forward to sideways.

As an alternative to the sighting device, let’s consider other existing references, i.e. the air-

craft altimeter and the box markers on the ground. In any given sequence the entry altitude on

the half Cubanwill be approximately constant from one ight to the next; andwill dependmostly

on the altitude we initiate the sequence, and what specic maneuvers precede the half Cuban.

After rehearsing the sequence several times, we note the entry altitude is xed within + 100

feet for the 1986 SportsmanKnown.Moreover, the approximate position of thismaneuver along the

X-axis is also xed from one ight to the next. However, therewill be considerable variation along

the Y-axis due to dierentwind conditions, judges’ location and the pilot’s ‘box strategy.’

Now that we have characterized the x-coordinate and the entry altitude, we can exploit

the properties of the 45-degree right triangle to our advantage. If we sketch a scale drawing

of a 3300 foot box and locate the x-coordinate of the entry position, it is easy to then locate

the aiming point that our nose should point at during the 45-degree downline (Fig. 1).

Recall that the height of the 45-degree triangle and the base are equal in length (Fig.

2). Therefore, the altimeter reading above ground level (AGL) is also the distance in feet from

the entry point to the aiming point. Fortunately the contest ocials have surveyed our box

and have actually placed markers on the ground to assist us in locating our down 45 aiming

point. The spacing of the box markers provide us with a reliable ‘ruler’ to measure the base

leg of our 45-degree triangle.

Note in our example the aiming point is conveniently on the north boundary of the

box. Although this won’t always be the case, depending on your entry altitude, this point
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Fig 1 The southbound pilot enters the half Cuban eight 300 feet

north of the south boundary at an altitude of 3,000 feet AGL. His

45-degree downline aiming point is then the north boundary. If his

entry altitude had been 1350, his aiming point would be on the Y-axis.

Fig. 2 The aiming point for the 45-degree downline is determined

from the altimeter reading at the entry point.

Fig. 3 To locate the half roll symmetrically on the 45-degree

downline, we must compensate for acceleration; each segment of

the linemust be progressively shorter in duration to keep equal distance.




